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My name is Mike Schwartz, and I was born in the Bronx. The Schwartz family was
from the Bronx – that’s what I knew growing up. And that’s the root of the difficulty
in researching MY Schwartz family. There were a lot of Schwartzes in the Bronx, so
which ones were ‘MINE’
As a result, I ended up using some indirect and non-standard techniques to fully
reveal the extent of my Schwartz family. I hope both the techniques I used, and the
discoveries I made, will both be of interest to you.
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My Father’s Family
Who I knew Growing Up

?
Great Uncle
Adolph

Aunt Sonja

?
Great Uncle
Joe

Uncle Morris

Grandpa Kiwa Schwartz

Aunt Rae

And Eight 1st cousins

Grandma Molly Schwartz
Died, NYC, 1953

Uncle Alex

Abe (Dad)
born 16 Feb 1920

Let’s start with the basics. Growing up, this was the Schwartz family I knew.
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My Father’s Family
What I knew Growing Up
• Dad was born in Poland in 1920, came to America at age 7 (1927)
• Grandpa came earlier, lived in W.Va – met them at the dock in NYC.
• Dad was much younger than his siblings – born after WWI
• Grandpa explained that he served in the Austrian Army in WWI
• Was a POW in Siberia for most of the war
• All my uncles/aunts were much older than Dad
• Grandpa had two brothers – Adolph and Joe. I never met them
• Great Uncle Joe lived in W.Va all his life
• Grandma died when I was 6 yrs old. She didn’t speak English, so I
didn’t really know her.
• I never heard of any relatives of Grandma’s family
• Dad had lots of “Cousins” in the “Schwartz Family Circle” – but he
couldn’t explain to me how they were connected to him.

I actually had some good starting points for my research.
I knew my Dad was born in Poland in February, 1920 , and I knew he was 7 years old when he came to America with his
mother and siblings. I had been shown his Polish passport. My grandfather, Kiwa, had preceded them to America and
was living in West Virginia when Dad came to America. I also had heard that Grandpa had two brothers, one of which lived
in W.Va. I never met either
The “famous” family story was that when Kiwa came to NY to meet the ship carrying his family, it was the first time my
father remembers meeting his father.
The story went on to say that when they got off the boat, my father’s Uncle Adolph’s wife told my grandmother that if they
accompanied my grandfather back to WVa, all the children would end up marrying “Shiksas”. At that, my grandmother put
her foot down and declared she was not leaving NYC. As a result, my grandfather had to leave his job, sell his
possessions and establish NYC (and eventually the Bronx) as his home. They were poor ever since.
My Dad was by far the youngest of the family. He was born after WW I while all his siblings were born before the war.
That had little significance to me until I had a conversation with my grandfather when I was a Junior in High School. He
asked me, as grandfathers will do, “what’s new in school, Michael?” I had previously told him I was taking German, to
better understand the family when they spoke Yiddish. But now I told him I was also taking Russian.
With that, Grandpa started to speak to me in fluent Russian. “How do you know Russian?” I asked, You’re Polish!
“Your father’s Polish, I’m Austrian!” he proudly replied. “But you were both born in the same town, weren’t you” I said.
“We were born in the same house” he said, but I’m Austrian!”
Grandpa then went on to tell me that he had been a soldier in the Austrian army in WW I, and had been captured by the
Russians and sent to a Russian POW camp – in Siberia. Wow, was I surprised. He then told me that when the war
ended, his home had now become Poland, and that he traveled by train from Siberia going town-to-town doing tailoring
work to finally get home, where eventually my father was born.
This story has stuck with me all these years, and first created my curiosity about the family history and the history of that
region of the world.
.
I didn’t really know my Grandma, she died when I was 6 and never spoke English. In later years I had asked about her
family – e.g. what was her maiden name – and no one seemed to know. I didn’t know of any of her relatives either.
Finally, there was the “Schwartz Family Circle” a family organization of “cousins” that helped needy family members
financially and met at least once a year at some resort, sometimes in the Catskills, sometimes in Lakewood, NJ. I attended
some of these meetings when I was a teenager and met lots of my Dad’s “cousins”, though he could never explain to me
how they were actually related to him.
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Challenges in researching the Schwartz Family of
New York City
• Schwartz is a very common name in NYC
• “Your Search for Schwartz has 253968 Results” (Mocavo Search of 1930
Census in NYC)

• By the time I started genealogy research in 2006, they were all gone

But I did have some starting points
• In my Dad’s papers, I found his Polish Passport
• They came in May, 1927
• They traveled from Jaworow, Poland, through
Warsaw and Gdansk, to London and then to NYC
• Grandma was born in Uhnow, Poland
• On Ancestry, I found their ship manifest from 1927
• In the 1930 Census, Grandpa said he arrived in 1921,
but I couldn’t find his arrival record

When I began researching the family, I naturally started where most would start,
with the Census. There were over 250,000 Schwartz names in NYC in the 1930
Census, so finding anyone other than the immediate family that way would be
impossible.
And, of course, by the time I really got started on this project, all the immediate
members of the family were gone – including my father.
But my father’s Polish Passport did provide some clues. It showed when the left,
and arrived in America – May 1927. It showed where they left from, the town of
Jaworow in Poland. That’s where my father always said he was from. It showed
their route through Europe, because they had to get Visas and exit and entrance
stamps along the way.
It also showed where Grandma was born, and her birth date. It didn’t have her
family name, however.
I found their ship manifest from May 1927 on Ancestry.
I found the family in the 1930 census by searching for the combination of children
along with grandpa and grandma’s names. It told me Grandpa had come to
America in 1921. But I couldn’t find Grandpa’s ship manifest.
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The Aquitania

This is the ship manifest record for Grandma, my aunts and uncles, and my Dad.
The interesting thing here is that everyone (except my Dad) ended up
Americanizing their names.
Grandma Malka became Molly. Chaje S. became Aunt Sonja. Moses became
Uncle Morris. Rebeka became Aunt Rae.
Sendor became Uncle Alex. Remember that name, by the way, it becomes
important later.
And my Dad, Abraham, stayed Abraham – or Abe has he was forever known.
They sailed on the Aquitania, one of the sister ships to the famous Lusitania sunk in
1915 by the Germans. Interestingly, in his latter years, my father recalled to me his
memories of the ship he came on. Though he didn’t recall the name, he did recall it
had Four Stacks. As you can see, his memory was pretty good.
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Some Immediate Discoveries
• The European given names of Grandma, my Aunts and Uncles were
changed when they got here.
• They lived in Jaworow before they immigrated, but the kids were born in
Niemirow

• They were NOT headed for NYC, but for Charleston, WVa

• Grandpa was living in Charleston
• Grandma’s Family name was Schudrich, and she left a brother (Aron) in
Europe.

Well, the ship manifest revealed some immediate new information – besides the
Amercianization of the names.
While the family did live in Jaworow before they emigrated, all the kids had been
born in Niemirow. I had never heard of that town, but consulting a map revealed it
was about 11 miles North of Jaworow. So it was in the same area. But still, birth
place is a key genealogical element, and I now had that pinned down.
The family story about Grandpa living in WVa was confirmed. That’s where
Grandma had declared (when boarding the ship in Europe) they were headed.
Grandpa Kiwa was living in Charleston, WVa and that was where they thought they
were going.
And now a key new fact – Grandma’s family name. The ship manifest form asked
who was the nearest living relative left behind – and she answered it was her
brother, Aron Schudrich. So SCHUDRICH was her family’s name.
The point to remember here is that there is a wealth of information on the ship
manifest – much of it on the SECOND page. Don’t forget to check that page out
too.
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Where the Family REALY was from

• Dad WAS born in Poland – 1920
• They all left from Poland – 1927
BUT
• The FAMILY was born in the (pre
WW I) Austria-Hungary Province of
Galicia
• These towns and cities are now all
in Ukraine

So, let’s review a little bit of geography for a moment.
The view of Europe on the slide is a pre-WW I view, showing the Austro-Hungarian
Empire in red. The crescent shaped province bordering Russian-Poland and
Russian Ukraine is the Austrian province of Galicia, shown in more detail on the
upper right map.
And the area where the family was from – Niemirow and Jaworow, is highlighted
and shown in even more detail on a portion of an 1890s map of Galicia.
Note that Niemirow and Jaworow are relatively close to the major city of Lemberg,
which was the provincial capital. That major city was called Lwow when it was part
of Poland between WW I and WW II, and is now called Lviv, Ukraine.
Knowing the town where the family lived and was born is important especially in this
case, because further research revealed that while Jaworow was in the Lwow
Administrative District, Niemirow was not – it was in the Rawa Ruska District.
Archive records are organized by their Administrative District, and often reside in
local archives in those towns, so knowing the towns of interest and their
Administrative District homes can be important to researchers.
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Next Challenge:
What was Grandpa doing in W.Va?
• I had been told Great Uncle Joe lived in W.Va – Need to find him
9 There are far fewer Schwartz families in Charleston than in NYC
1920 Census

Great Uncle Joe immigrated in 1908 way before Grandpa
Joe had two children. Could I find them?
• Ida probably married and changed her name - Start with Mitchell
• Born in 1916, 4 yrs older than Dad
• Dad had died in 2004 – Could Mitchell still be alive in 2006?
SSDI showed a Mitchell Schwartz of the right age had died in Chandler AZ in
Nov, 2005 – Could this be him?

Well, we knew Grandpa Kiwa had been living in WVa in 1927, and presumably
since 1921. We knew his brother Joe lived in WVa until “modern” times. And unlike
searching for Schwartzes in the Bronx, it should be easy to find a Schwartz in
Charleston, WVa. So, search for Uncle Joe and see what I find was my next plan.
And here he is in the 1920 census. Surprisingly, he had been there a long time,
having emigrated to America in 1908.
Uncle Joe had two children. These would have been my father’s first cousins. And
if they had children, they’d be my 2nd cousins. So I wondered if I could find them.
Well, Joe’s oldest was Ida – and if she married and changed her name, it would be
hard to find her. So I started with Mitchell, who was born only 4 years before my
father. Since my father had died only two years before my research started, I
wondered if Mitchell could still be alive. Actually, though it’s a bit macabre, I really
had hoped that Mitchell had died recently too. Death records can be so revealing.
Lo and behold, a search of the Social Security Death Index (SSDI) revealed a
Mitchell Schwartz of the right age, with a SS card first issued to him in WVa, had
died the year before in Chandler, Arizona.
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Check AZ Obits
• Found Obit for H. Mitchell Schwartz in the Arizona SunTimes
• There were no family details
• There was an electronic guest book at the funeral
• Two friends of the deceased used it – and left their email addresses
• So, I sent an email to them
“Please pardon my forwardness, but I am trying to trace my Schwartz family roots and
have reason to believe that H. Mitchell Schwartz, who died last November, may be my
father’s first cousin....”
“I would appreciate it if one of you could verify this connection with Mitchell’s family in
Arizona or elsewhere, and if confirmed, have one of them email me to share
information...”

And, about 1 month later, I received this email
“I cannot believe this is even happening!
My name is Harold Michael Schwartz (I go by Mick), and I am the son of Mitchell and
Madelyn Schwartz, the grandson of Joe and Helen (later Lilly) Schwartz--all of
Charleston WV.
Joe had another daughter, Ida Preiser Slone, who was my aunt.”

Chandler, Az, I quickly found out, is a suburb of Phoenix. And the major newspaper
in Phoenix is the Arizona SunTimes.
I searched the Obit archives in that paper on-line and quickly found Mitchell’s obit –
but alas there was no family info in it, just the time and location of his memorial
service.
But, thanks to modern technology, the newspaper Obit section, had set up an
electronic guest book for people who could not attend, to submit their condolences
and remembrances to the family.
There were two entries, and from the text, neither was from family, but rather was
addressed TO mourning family members. And, thankfully, the submissions
included the email addresses of these “e-guests”. So, I emailed them.
When emailing total strangers, who presumably aren’t even related to you, it’s best
to be respectful, and humble. I asked them to contact the family member they knew,
and let them decide if they wanted to respond to me or not.
And then I waited – and waited. And about 1 month later, I got this wonderful
response from Mick Schwartz of Tennessee, Mitchell’s son.
Mick was excited, because he knew little about his father’s family, since they all
lived far away in NYC. He told me he had a sister, Marilyn, who lived in Chandler,
AZ, and two cousins (Ida’s children) who lived in Chicago and Charleston WVa
(still).
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Through Mick, I “met” his sister Marilyn, his cousins Phyllis and Bev – all new 2nd
cousins!

Gr. Uncle Joe
Gr. Aunt Helen
Mitchell & Ida
Gr. Uncle Joe
Ida’s Kids

Mitchell’s Kids

Mick

Marilyn
Bev

Phyllis

With Mick as the conduit, I met (both electronically and eventually in person) my
new 2nd cousins. And we shared photos.
Interestingly, Mick and I have a lot in common. Growing up in New York, my
nickname was Mickey – and he’s Mick.
We’re both engineers.
We both dress alike. The first time I met Mick, he was in NY for business, and I live
(during the warmer months) in nearby NJ. So I went to NYC to join him for dinner. I
waited in the lobby of his hotel for him to come down in the elevator, and when he
emerged, we both stopped and started to laugh. We were both wearing the same
tan slacks, blue button-down collared shirt, and leather jackets.
Needless to say, we hit it off well.
A few years later, my wife and I had the opportunity to visit Mick and his wife Kathy
at their home in Tennessee. When they opened their front door to greet us, both
my wife and his stared with their mouths agape, realizing how much we resembled
each other face to face.
There is something to be said for common DNA.
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The door was opened
I learned Gr. Uncle Joe had a tailor shop in Charleston

As Uncle Joe’s oldest grandchild, Bev (Ida’s daughter) had inherited the family
album – which she shared with me.
Here is a picture of Uncle Joe’s tailor shop in Charleston. I estimate this as having
been taken around 1912, based on the Model T car in the windows reflection. Uncle
Joe (Papa Joe to Bev) is the man in the middle.
He looks quite successful, with apparently two employees. If Grandpa Kiwa came
to Charleston in 1921, it’s reasonable to assume that his brother Joe would have
been able to get him started in business himself, lending further credibility to the
family story that he had to give up a good job and possessions when Grandma put
her foot down to avoid her children marrying “Shiksas”.
By the way, as an aside, Mitchell, Joe’s son, did marry a “Shiksa”, and Mick was
brought up as a Christian.
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2nd Cousin Bev had Pictures!

My Great
Grandparents,
Benjamin and Etil

(Circa 1910-11)

My Grandpa Kiwa, Grandma
Malke, Aunt Sonja, Uncle Morris

Bev had even more pictures – and these were more than mere curiosities.
The picture on the left was of Uncle Joe’s parents – which meant they were
Grandpa Kiwa’s parents – which meant they are pictures of my Great
Grandparents.
Bev didn’t know for sure who was in the picture on the right – but I knew instantly.
It’s my grandfather Kiwa, my grandmother Malke, and my Aunt Sonja (Chaje S.)
and Uncle Morris (Moses).
How could I be sure? Because my closest 1st cousin, Morris’s youngest daughter,
had shared with me a photo she had of her father in exactly the outfit the little boy is
wearing.
Based on the known birth years of Sonja and Morris, we estimate the picture is from
1910 or 1911, when Sonja would have been between 3 and 4 years old.
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I found Joe’s Ship Manifest from 1908.

He was from Austria - Galicia

He was born in Niemirow
His father (relative left behind) was Benjamin (my Gr. Grandfather)

But then, a mystery

The manifest said his destination was his BROTHER, HERMANN
at 315 E 100th St, NY New York.
Did Grandpa have another brother? Family never mentioned him
Was this another branch of the family to explore? How?

Since I was having so much success researching my WVa family, I continued,
finding Uncle Joe’s arrival in 1908.
Yes, he too was born in Niemirow, confirming that this was indeed the family’s
historical home town.
It confirms what I learned from Bev that my Great Grandfather, Joe’s father, was
named Benjamin.
But then, a mystery. Joe said (in 1908) he was headed for NY to stay with his
BROTHER, Hermann. He even listed the address as 315 E 100th St, in Manhattan.
But as far as I (and everyone else in my immediate family) knew, Joe had only two
brothers, Adolph and my Grandpa Kiwa. So who was Hermann Schwartz?
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I hit a Brick Wall looking for Hermann!

So I turned my research to other Schwartz Family branches

Again, the “Schwartz curse” – i.e. trying to find Schwartzes in New York – hit me.
And I hit the Brick Wall trying to find who Hermann was.
So, after a while, I went on to research other aspects of the Schwartz family.
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A Cemetery Treasure Trove
I found a record showing Grandpa was buried in Mt. Hebron Cemetery in
Queens, LI.
Mt. Hebron has an on-line database of all burials.
The database shows name, date, plot, AND Burial Society (Landsmanshaften)
Grandpa was buried in the section used by the Niemirower Benevolent
Society
The database allows a search by Society – get all burials in that Society!

So I made an Excel List of all Niemirower Burials
- some of these may be relatives

I found a record showing where Grandpa was buried in NYC – at Mt. Hebron
cemetery. And fortunately, Mt. Hebron has a very useful website with search
capabilities.
I quickly found Grandpa and Grandma Molly’s burial sites – and the fact they were
buried in a section owned by the Niemirower Benevolent Society. I recognized
this as a Landsmanshaften – an immigrant burial society. Many of these existed in
NY and other major cities, often organized around the village or region from where
the immigrants came.
Even better, the website allowed for searches on any of the fields, e.g. name, date
of death, and even by Burial Society. So, I searched for all the burials in the
Niemirower section – figuring that some of these people might be relatives.
I made an Excel spreadsheet of the results of the search, to allow me to sort it in a
variety of ways.
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Last Name, First Name

I showed this list to my
oldest cousin

ALTER, NATHAN
ALTER, SOPHIE
BAND, CLARA
BAND, ELIAS
BARDICK, BESSIE
BARDICK, SAMUEL
BEER, ISAAC
BEER, LENA
BERKOWITZ, PHYLIS
BIRN, JACOB
BIRN, LEO
BIRN, SALLY
BIRN, YETTA
BIRO, S/B
BLEIBERG, LOUIS
BLEIBERG, SADIE
BRENNER, AARON
BRENNER, SARAH

SCHUCHMAN, ABRAHAM
SCHUCHMAN, CELIA

”Do you know who any of these people
are?”

SCHUCHMAN, SAM
SCHWARTZ, HARRY
SCHWARTZ, SARAH
SCHWARTZ, MOLLIE
SCHWARTZ, JACOB
SCHWARTZ, KIVE
SCHWARTZ, HENRY
SCHWARTZ, JEANNE
SCHWARTZ, GUSSIE

These are cousins and brother/sisters,
also their sister Rose (not buried here).

SHINDLER, BEATTY
SHINDLER, SAMUEL

BROOKS, EVA
COHEN, ANNIE

That’s Aunt Sarah! That’s Grandpa’s SISTER

COHEN, DORA

and her husband Aaron

.
.
.
DRUCKER, ADOLPH
DRUCKER, ANNA
DRUCKER, JENNIE
DRUCKER, SAMUEL

This is an excerpt of part of the list, sorted alphabetically.
In the summer of 2006, one of my daughters moved to Cary, NC with her new
husband. When my wife and I went to visit them in their new town house, I brought
this list with me – because I knew my oldest cousin, oldest daughter of Aunt Sonia,
had retired to of all places ----- Cary, NC.
I hadn’t seen Cousin Fran for many years, so she was thrilled to have me come
over and visit. After the typical pleasantries, I started to go through the list, asking if
she recognized any of the names. And she did!
First off, when I reached the Brenners, Aaron and Sarah, she shouted “That’s Tanta
Sura”.
Who was Aunt Sarah I asked. “Why Grandpa’s sister, of course she replied.
I had never heard that Grandpa had a sister ... But that’s what genealogical
research is for, isn’t it.
As we went down the list, there were no more major surprises. She recognized
several of the names, including Druckers and Schwartzes, as being “cousins”, but
like my father had said years before, she didn’t know how they were related to us.
She was able to unite a bunch of names under one family, however. Jacob, Henry,
Jeanne and Gussie Schwartz were all siblings, she said. And, they had another
sister, Rose, not buried here.
I even remembered Henry Schwartz, and Rose Hemlock from Family Circle
gatherings and even from my wedding – but didn’t know they were siblings. And
while they were all “cousins”, no one it seems ever knew how they were related to
the rest of the family.
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So, Grandpa Had a Sister!
• Found Sarah Brenner’s arrival in NY – also in 1927
• Found her children, traveling with her.
• Leon
• Paulina
• Golda
• Jacob

Which eventually led to contacting
Leon’s daughter, Diane Brenner of
Massachusetts.
Another new 2nd cousin!

Aunt Sarah meant a new line of the family to research.
I quickly found Sarah Brenner’s arrival in NY in 1927, a few months after my
Grandma’s party had arrived. I also found she had brought her children with her.
To make a long story short, this eventually led to electronically meeting one of
Sarah’s grandchildren, my 2nd cousin Diane Brenner of Massachusetts. We are
now Facebook friends.
Diane also helped me fill in the Tree for this branch of the family.
Aunt Sarah’s husband, Aaron, had been buried with her in the Mt. Hebron
cemetery, so to complete things, I went looking for Aaron Brenner’s arrival in
America – presumably in years prior to 1927.
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I researched Aron Brenner’s Arrival
Which held a big surprise!

1921

It’s Grandpa!

• They both went directly
to WVa.
•Gr. Uncle Adolph was
there too.

And when I found it, what a surprise it revealed.
Aron had traveled to America with my grandfather, Kiwa, in 1921. In fact, they
sailed on the Mauritania, another of the ships in the Lousitania Line.
AND, they were both headed for West Virginia!
AND, while we knew Uncle Joe was living in WVa, now we know that so was Uncle
Adolph, since that’s who they listed in their destination record.
This raises the question, why couldn’t I have found this record earlier just by
searching for Grandpa Kiwa. I had searched for him, but never found him.
I finally figured out why.
Notice next to Kiwa’s name is handwritten “brother-in-law”. Well, he was Aron’s
brother-in-law, so that shouldn’t have been a problem.
But it was. It turns out whoever INDEXED this record, recorded my grandfather’s
record as “Bro In Law Kiwa”. Searching for “Kiwa” Schwarz and all variations
beginning with the letter “K” would not get me to the right record. If I had searched
for “B* Schwarz”, I would have eventually found it – but why would I ever think to do
that.
Lesson here, records aren’t always indexed properly. You need to try indirect
methods sometimes (search for traveling companion) or just be plain LUCKY!
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Then I searched for the sibling Cousins from Mt. Hebron’s
List

(Rose, Jacob, Henry, Jeanne, and Gussie)

Arrived in 1896

1910 Census, Harry & Sarah Schwartz

So the cousins’ parents were Harry and Sarah Schwartz. They were
also buried in that section of Mt. Hebron
• But notice the street
address, East 100th Street
(actual bldg #315, on previous Census
page)

• It’s the same address as
Joe’s “brother Hermann” from
1908 Ship manifest.

Cousin Fran had told me that a group of cousins were all siblings – so that gave me
the idea to search the Census in NY City for a family of Schwartzes with all these
children’s names, even though I didn’t know the name of the Head of Household.
The result came up quite readily – in the 1910 and later censuses.
In 1910, all the children were found, except Henry who hadn’t been born yet. And
the Head of Household was Harry Schwartz, living with his wife Sarah.
Both those names were in the cemetery list I had created, so this was clearly the
right family.
And then, something familiar struck me. I looked closely at the street they lived on,
East 100th Street in Manhattan. I had to go back a page of the census to find the
address of the apartment building being surveyed, but I found the building number
was 315.
When I checked against Uncle Joe’s arrival papers, I found this was in fact the
same address as the mysterious Brother Hermann he was headed for in 1908.
The 1910 census said that Harry Schwartz had arrived in America in 1896, so he
clearly was here in 1908 to greet Joe.
But was he really Joe’s (and my Grandpa’s) brother?
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Could Harry really be Joe’s (and Grandpa’s)
Brother Hermann?

“Ben Reb Benyamin” == “Son of Benjamin”

I thought of one way to confirm this. I solicited a volunteer from the now defunct
web service “Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness) who lived near the Mt.
Hebron cemetery to take pictures of the gravestones of Harry Schwartz and my
Grandpa.
In the photos, I’ve circled the Hebrew that shows both Harry (Jewish name Tzvi)
and Kive (Jewish name Akiva) were the sons of Benjamin.
For me, that clinched it. Now I knew how Henry Schwartz and his sister Rose
Hemlock, along with other brothers and sisters I didn’t remember, were related to
me – they were my father’s 1st cousins! That makes them my 2nd cousins, once
removed.
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My Father’s Family
What I now Know
Gr Grandparents
Benjamin & Etil

?
Hermann (Harry)
B: 1870
D: 1934
Arr: 1896

“CONNECTED”
COUSINS

?
Sarah (Brenner)
B: 1879
D: 1955
Arr: 1927

NEW COUSINS

Adolph
B: 1880
D: 1966
Arr: 1907

Kiwa
B: 1882
D: 1967
Arr: 1921

NO CHILDREN

Joe
B: 1887
D: 1972
Arr: 1908

NEW COUSINS

So I now had a much fuller picture of the Schwartz Family.
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And What about Grandma

ca. 1911

1953

• Family name is Schudrich, from Uhnow
– Brother Aron lived in Uhnow in 1927

• NYC Death Record shows father is Sendor,
mother is Fanny (no surname)

But what about Grandma. Remember, I said I had very faint memories of her since
she died when I was 6 years old,
Well, we had found her family name, Schudrich, from her ship manifest. And I got
her death certificate from the NYC Archives.
It showed her parents names were Sendor and Fanny. Remember my Uncle Alex’s
original given name was Sendor on the ship manifest in 1927. Clearly he was
named for his maternal grandfather. And it also tells us that the older Sendor had
likely died prior to (but near to) Uncle Alex’s birth – which was in 1913. So we’re
adding even more data (and another branch) to the Family Tree.
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Researching Polish Archive Records
• Malke (Molly) born March 22, 1883
• Father is Sendor Schudrich of Uhnow
• Mother is Feiga Drucker of Niemirow
• Maternal Grandparents are Ahron and
Pincha Drucker of Niemirow.
• Brothers Abram and Aron, and sisters
Leja, Scheindel, Bine, and Udel all born
in Uhnow
There were lots of Druckers buried in
the Mt. Hebron cemetery Niemirower
Section – THEY MUST ALL BE
COUSINS TOO!

Source:
Ksiegi metrykalne gmin wyznania mojzeszowego z terenów
tzw. "zabuzanskich".
(Registry books of Jewish communities from the area of the
so-called. "Bug River“)

Early in 2013, through an Austrian genealogy website and discussion group I
frequent (mostly in German by the way), I learned that the Warsaw Archives
(AGAD) had just digitized a series of Metrical Books (vital records books) from
various areas in Poland.
One of these books was called “Registry books of Jewish communities from the
area of the so-called. "Bug River“. I recalled that the Bug River actually had been in
Galicia – which was why it was of interest to this Austrian Genealogy group.
So, using Google Translate to get from Polish to English, I took a look at the book
and the instructions for browsing it. Fortunately, I quickly found that it included
records from the town of Uhnow, where the Schudrich’s were from.
So I started browsing birth records from Uhnow, and quickly found Grandma Malke
Schudrich’s birth. The record was mostly in German – the language of the Austrian
Empire, so it was relatively easy for me to read it.
Indeed, there was my Great Grandfather Sendor, and Great Grandmother Feige
(Fanny on the NY death record of my Grandmother). It even recorded Sendor’s
occupation – a Furrier.
And the Austrian record also showed Feige’s family name – DRUCKER – and the
name of her parents.
Not only did I just leap back one more generation to my paternal-maternal Great
Great Grandparents, but I connected the name Drucker – prevalent in the cemetery
list, with Grandma’s family. She was a Drucker!
I also found birth records for Grandma’s brothers and sisters – who I had never
heard of. This fills out even more branches of the tree.
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And what about Grandpa’s POW Story?
It’s True!

Schwarz Kiwe, Reserve Infantry, Royal Landswehr Regiment Nr. 34, 8th Company, (recruited from) Rawa
Ruska, Galicia, (born in) Niemirow in 1882; War Prisoner in Chabarowsk, Primorsk Territory, Russia.
Source: Casualty List, 1916, Czech National Library

And that just leaves us with where I started – Grandpa’s story about World War I.
I had tried over the years to verify this – but was never successful. I had even visited
the Austrian National Archives while on vacation in Vienna – where they told me the
military records, if they still existed, were in the War Archives across town.
I emailed the War Archives (Wien Kriegsarchiv) for help when I got home and was told
the records for Galician soldiers had been sent to the archives of the new countries
formed when the Empire collapsed in 1918. Did that mean they were in the Ukraine
(Kiev, or Lviv) or in Poland? They didn’t know.
After I first gave this talk in New Jersey in the Spring of 2013, I was urged by many in
the audience to redouble my efforts because this was the “Key” to my beginning my
genealogical discoveries. So I did.
I posted on the Facebook group “Tracing the Tribe” my story and dilemma. Several
“experts” in that group urged me to post my story on the Gesher Galicia discussion
group. Gesher Galicia is one of the Special Interest Groups (SIGs) of JewishGen.org.
So I posted the story and asked for help. I received over the next few weeks almost
100 responses from all over the world, all sympathetic to my plight, some offering
similar stories of their own, but none offering help. Until I got an email from Alex Feller
of Chicago – who said simply “Your Story is True”. Alex included a pdf page of a
January 1916 book listing military casualties in the Austrian army that had been
digitized by the National Library of the Czech Republic in Prague. Of course, Prague
had been part of the Austria Empire prior to the end of WW I.
And there was Grandpa! He was a Reserve Infantryman in the 34th Regiment of the
Landeswehr Infantry. It showed his birth in Niemirow, in the right year, and that
Niemirow was in the Rawa Ruska administrative district. And then – it shows him as a
“Kriegsgefanger”, a POW in Charbarovsk, Russia.
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Was Charbarovsk in Siberia – or was that a “tall tale”.
A Google search for Russian WW I POW camps yielded the map above, with little
numbers showing all the POW camps throughout Russia, and a table of
corresponding camp names.
But the table is in Russian – Cyrillic type.
Ah, but when Grandpa told me his story, what triggered this was my telling him I
was taking Russian in High School. And to this day, I can still read Russian.
So looking through the table, I quickly found the corresponding number for
Charbarovsk – and there it is on the map, in far South Eastern Russia, not far from
the major Siberian city of Vladivostic and the Sea of Japan.
In fact, a quick estimate using Google Maps shows it’s about 6,000 miles from his
home in Galicia. So when he was released form the camp after the Russians
dropped out of the war, Grandpa had to travel that far to get home – and “make my
Daddy”.
And that just about closes the loop on the Schwartz Family story.
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Schwartz Family Circle Meeting
Lakewood, NJ 1962
Now I know how these cousins are related to me

One more thing – just for fun.
In 1962, I was allowed to attend one of the infamous Schwartz Family Circle
meetings, this one in Lakewood, NJ. My father had a new toy – an 8mm movie
camera, and he took film of the meeting and the many “cousins” and other
relatives... relatives I now have some idea of who they are and how we are
connected.
Let me share these with you.
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Lessons Learned
9 Look at all parts of a record
9 Make some intelligent guesses and follow them
9 Reach out, even to strangers if necessary
9 Use Genealogy SIGs and Bulletin Boards
9 Remember and record ALL the facts, even if
they don’t mean anything yet
9 Research Siblings when direct approach doesn’t
work
9 Connect the facts from different sources
9 Keep at it, you never know what you will uncover
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